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New York Times Bestseller Picture this. The Drybar Information to Good Locks for All may be the
ultimate handbook for at-house hairstyling. You open up your Drybar book and you are feeling
better already! Your hair is a mess and you feel like a nut. Drybar’ Today, there are more than
60 Drybars in the united states, with more opening every day.offering women a great blowout
in a lovely and fun atmosphere. Author Alli Webb, a long-period stylist and life-long frizzy hair
female, founded Drybar this year 2010 as an inexpensive luxury—s book makes it easy for women
to have the Drybar look at home. Webb shares her tried and true tricks and tips in three in-
depth sections featuring a lot more than 100 style-inspiration photograph and step-by-stage
tutorials. Bright, upbeat, and loaded with style and substance, this book will give readers
everywhere a good hair day at home!
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Honestly not worthy of the money Having just finished this publication, I regret spending $9.99
on it. Book as expected. First, it would be better in a magazine/paperbound format then it
could be laid toned on one's dresser/vanity while using both hands to dried out one's locks.
Yes, she spends the majority of the time pushing Drybar's items but that's to be expected. My
concern was that the publication was mostly fluff. The step by step tutorials are excellent (have
a look at their video clips on the dried out bar website for additional resources). yawn This
book went to the donation pile quick- it's a pretty basic, bland book of a few ways to blow
dry your hair and some thoughts from the founder of Drybar. Quick Read with Good Instruction
Advice from what I would consider the experts of doing hair... Would like a bit more guidance
for a newbie.. My hair styling has definitely began to improve because of this book.... Meh I
read this in Kindle, got to the finish and said 'that's it? Four Stars Lots of great tips! You then
get into the meat- step-by-step guidelines with photos on how to accomplish the Drybar's
signature blowouts. Ehhhhh I definitely agree that I wish this might have already been bound
differently. Everything in here is for shoulder duration and longer locks and the expectation is
normally that you have lengthy locks and fine hair and of EUROPEAN descent. This is simply not
a recommended reserve if you have ethnic hair. Today that's its shorter I'm still looking at 20
minutes to dry and style. It's really hard to get it to stay open when doing locks. The tips are
excellent but nothing you couldn't find online. Mostly good I like the step by step instructions
for every look. Videos would be far more helpful and as a matter of known fact, there are
several available for free on Drybar's internet site. Webb (of program) pushes Drybar products
and styling tools, but it's easy to find comparable items from your own stash. the type is little
and faint and very difficult to read. Third, there isn't much substance to the book- there exists a
lot of white space on the webpages and what's said could most likely fill up a book that is 1/4
the space.. Literally an entire section was devoted on how to do a ponytail.. Too expensive for
the product I was very disappointed in this book I was very disappointed in this reserve.
However since there's so much discuss transitioning from one design to another to make the
blowout last rather than shampooing every day it would have been helpful to also have I
instructions on how to achieve the appears on hair that was already dry and had product.
Maybe obvious to others but easily don't shampoo each day my second time default is
ponytail or bun... Nothing groundbreaking or worthy of keeping the reserve for- it is simple to
access blow dried out how-tos on Youtube and Pinterest, no need to view it in a static
publication. Great book for newbies to blowouts Webb's legendary hair empire - Drybar - can
now be had in the home, with the help of this book (and some bright yellow tools on top of
that)! The Drybar Guide to Good Hair for All covers all aspects of achieving that ideal
blowout, starting from hair care, products, performing the blowouts, and day after hairstyles.The
book is organized in the order you'd expect to teach a newbie to blowdry- a short story
about Webb and her Drybar empire, followed by information about products and hair types.
There's a handy glossary in the front of the book. My hair when lengthy takes upward of 40
minutes to dried out after washing in the morning due. The publication has very clear
instructions for multiple types of locks types and what products to use for specific styles. Webb
even suggests that certain hairstyles won't work very well on specific locks types - for example,
she cautions great haired women never to try the Southern Convenience. I value this honesty
when thumbing through the book so I won't waste my time on it. The reserve concludes with
some advice about maintaining your blowout for a couple days and also some hairstyles you
can use on second-day previous locks. Second. Webb's writing design is easy to understand,
though the photos could be hard to decipher when attempting to understand some curling



instructions!One thing that's really frustrating about the book - it generally does not lay toned!
Since it's type of a "cookbook" for how exactly to do your hair, I'd love for the publication to
lay flat on my vanity or counter while carrying out my locks. When I try and use the publication
while blowing drying, I have to constantly pause and open the book back up because it
closes, which slows factors down. Five Stars Buy this book - it'll change your hair video
game.Overall, I believe this is an excellent book for newbies to blowouts (myself) and Drybar
enthusiasts who want to reproduce the business's signature styles at home. Not relevant Not
ideal for thin/fine hair Five Stars Great guide for blow drying hair. Very helpful book Good
price arrived quickly. It's all extremely redundant and the descriptions are a bit confusing. Very
useful.' I was wishing to read some technique to save time when styling in the morning, not ADD
time to what I really do. The photos sometimes are complicated and it can look like the model
does a similar thing for three steps.
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